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Chapters include Soups & Breads, Cold Buffet (including canapes, celebration salads, and picnic
food), Warm Buffet, Fire Food (including skewers, pizzas, and slow-roasts), Sharing Plates, Sweet
Endings, and the Bar (botanical alcoholic and nonalcoholic cocktails). This is food for relaxed
parties with a pick-and-choose attitude, but additionally, there are stand-out meals to feed the
whole gang and more elegant plates for dinner celebrations.This joyful book focuses on
delicious festive vegetable dishes which are an easy task to make. The quality recipes are
powered by contemporary plant-based cooking inspired by kitchens from around the world:
with Mediterranean, Asian, Northern European, and Middle Eastern tastes.Quality recipes include
Fig & Goat Cheese Muffins, Blinis with Beluga Lentils & Lemony Cashew Fraiche, Springtime
Revival Salad, Pizza Niçoise, Kasbah Eggplant Skewers, and Wild Forest Summer months Cake.
Nina Olsson makes vegetarian cooking fun and sociable - the dishes, in themselves, are worth
celebrating!
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A visual deal with before you even begin This book is filled with beautiful pictures and has a lot
of variety to keep it all interesting. It is NOT just another plant-based cook book with all the
same stuff. Beautiful Photographs, An easy task to Follow Recipes, Great Variety The Feasts of
Veg is a great book if you're looking to cook vegetarian meals for a big crowd. Very nice,
inspirational vegetarian cookbook. you have to have fish in it!). Fortunately, the bottom recipe
isn't vegan (or vegetarian)--but it can provide a vegan substitution, if that's your thing. Actually,
you obtain vegan and gluten free of charge choices for most (if not all) dishes in the book, and
that's an excellent, fine thing--that way you include more audiences and can more easily adapt
to whatever you will need. Good work, Nina!She does offer some tips about entertaining in
general, but I appreciate that she keeps that, and any other tips very brief. I hate cookbooks that
spend the initial 100 webpages telling me about how to stock my kitchen, steps to make a
grocery list, and other activities I already feel I have figured out. Rather, the author jumps
correct in with plenty of pictures to make you wish to try her stuff out and recipes that don't
appear to difficult in order to accomplish them. I say "appear" because there are a few
ingredients you may need to track down, but that dates back to the variety of things you can
make. Next step would be to try my hands at some of these quality recipes. Having resided in
Japan for a couple years, the truth that we began with several Japan-inspired quality recipes
really caught my interest. That is an excellent publication for everyone, not just those who
follow plant based diet plans. The recipes are an easy task to follow, contain ingredients that are
readily available in most food markets, and outcomes in a tasty dish once comprehensive. The
publication is definitely beautifully photographed and all of the recipes included are great - this
book is not limited by one genre of meals, but addresses Mediterranean, Asian, Indian, American,
and European dishes. The photography is beautiful and the food is indeed colorful that it simply
makes you want to create svsrything. Good ideas, certainly. Nearly every single recipe has a
photograph, that is a benchmark of mine for what makes a good cook book. The photos are great,
and I appreciate being provided with more ideas about what plant-based foods I can produce to
bring to celebrations that require supplementation in that department.My one problem—really
even more of a cavil—is that I'd like recipes to end up being as preparer friendly because they can
end up being. For me this means that I wish to avoid outre, obscure, or difficult-to-acquire
ingredients. There are a good range of various kinds of foods, from appetizers, entrees, salad to
desserts.Though there are good ideas in this, and dishes I could alter to avoid needing to try to
chase down ingredients, I would certainly have preferred a far more preparer-friendly book. I
enjoy cook therefore i don't find her recipes complicated. Most of the quality recipes are easy to
prepare because of clear directions, though they are not necessarily quick. Recipes that are as
delicious because they are beautiful The recipes in Feasts of Veg are as delicious as they are
beautiful. I've another cookbook of Olsson's, Veggie Burger Atelier, and I've experienced great
good fortune with the recipes. A wide range of flavor profiles in Feasts of Veg ensures
something for everyone.The food looks very appetizing and there are a plethora of recipes to
stoke your inner chef. My children and I tried it a few recipes during Thanksgiving week with
great achievement. Initially I thought everything was going to become vegan (or at least
vegetarian) and so when I noticed okonomiyaki, I questioned how good it could be (vegan
okonomiyaki feels as though Tofurky for Thanksgiving; Excellent, inspirational vegetarian
cookbook, but I actually was a bit perplexed. The title says it’s for feasts, though most of the
quality recipes make four portions. Of course you can easily double and triple them, aside from
the desserts, as those recipes serve more. The quality recipes are fancier than most weeknight
meals, as the cookbook focuses on quality recipes for gatherings. These dishes are full of flavor,



you won't discover anything bland in this publication. But this is certainly a bit goirmet.
Beautiful but some unusual ingredients I was used from the 1st page. Overall, if you're looking
for a vegetarian recipe reserve that will feed a large family, or at least want to make bigger
portions for make ahead meals, this is an excellent publication to consider.Appealing photos
with people who are attractive however, not photoshopped. Here are a few unusual ingredients
but she possesses some substitutions A diverse assortment of recipes This is one of the few
vegetarian cookbooks that provides some high end recipes that are not only easy to make but
also challenge you to think beyond the box. Wide ingredient list. There are a lot of simplified
ideas that demand some fun substances and new concepts. I also like this there exists a good
diverse portion of food styles in this book. I was initially thinking that this might be a lot more
Scandinavian foods but there is a good mixture of Indian, North African and Japanese recipes
that are phenomenal. Beautiful Cookbook with wonderful pictures of every recipe that is
included in the book. If you look, I'm sure you can find them (they aren't THAT weird). Vegan and
GF options for each recipe! I was so surprised at how interesting this publication is and I've read
it cover to cover several times now. The recipes mostly use basic things that are available at well
stocked grocery stores. Occasionally they work with a slightly unusual ingredient (harissa -For
example or shichimi togarashi) that can be found at specialty markets or easily purchased on
Amazon.This would be an excellent hostess gift, or present for anyone who has just started a far
more plant based diet. They aren’t terribly challenging, however and don’t seem like they would
be too time consuming. And I prefer simpler rather than more technical recipes. The feature I
love best is that for each recipe, it gives instructions to make the recipe both gluten free of
charge and vegan. If you are looking for unique quality recipes and follow particular dietary
restrictions, you will like this cookbook!
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